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MULTIFUNCTION TRACKMOTOR
PRESENTER 1: MUHAMMAD HAZIQ BIN AZLAN (920715085485)

PRESENTER 2: MUHAMMAD SYAZWAN BIN MARZUKI (921214075777)

PRESENTER 3: NUR IZZATUL SHAMIM BT. AZIZAMAN (930409085064)

PRESENTER 4: ZULKARNAIN BIN ABDUL LATIFF (740208055355)

PRESENTER 5: FAZIDAH BINTI SAAD (780929025240)
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Product Description

Penerangan Produk

Problem & Causes

Masalah & Punca

Originality & Novelty

Keaslian & Novelti

Eco- Friendly Aspect

Aspek Mesra Alam Sekitar

 This product is about space saving to park and

stored motorcycle or bikes and to easily move

the bike around while it is in parking-mode.

 When it is park on the platform, the bike will be

lock to the platform for safety. There are wheels

attached to the platform so that the platform can

be moved around easily. without using so much

force.

 It can be useful in most Malaysian houses

which have small parking area for the vehicles.

 This product is designed to save space

during parking the motorcycle. As most of

the house porch in Malaysia have a very

limited space to park, this product will be

very useful.

 Motorcycle safety is also an important

issue that this product can solve as the

motorcycle can be locked during parked

on it.

Suitable to be used at all types of

house.

Modular design as it is easy to

assemble and disassemble.

Very practical to be used by all

regardless age and gender.

 Little space at house porch can be solved

to park the motorcycle without hassle by

using this product.

 The design is a modular design so it is

easy to be saved if it is not being used.

 This product is easy and convenient to

operate

The product is very potential to be

used by all motorcycle users.

It can be used to locked the

motorcycle for safety.

The product also can be used as a

trolley to move things as it has

wheels.


